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of the Invention The present invention relates to a liquid crystal display (LCD) device, and more particularly, to an LCD device
and a method for fabricating the same which can prevent impurities from being generated. 2. Discussion of the Related Art In
general, a thin film transistor (TFT) of a liquid crystal display (LCD) device includes a gate electrode, a semiconductor layer, a

source electrode, and a drain electrode. The TFT acts as a switching device for applying electric signals to liquid crystal
molecules located between a glass substrate and a glass substrate. To increase the yield of the LCD device and reduce the

manufacturing cost, a panel in the LCD device is manufactured with a reduced number of masks as compared to a panel having
a large-sized area. In this regard, a lower-cost large-sized panel must be manufactured by increasing the number of masks. Show

HN: Functions on demand - nfry ====== earl Totally not technical but you've got a relatively clean and clear landing page. I
like it. Good luck! I think you'll find your product is interesting and there are a lot of people interested in it. ------ petervandijck
Wow. Thanks for posting this. I'll definitely be using it. ~~~ nfry You're welcome! Q: undefined method `zeri' on Admin page

rails I am creating a rails app and when I go to the admin page the following error is shown : NoMethodError (undefined
method `zeri' for #): A: The zerotime gem makes the time 0 when timestamp is nil Either edit the line where you remove the
zerotime, or replace the line where you define the time. On Wednesday, we discovered that some Verizon stores were still

selling the Motorola DROID Turbo 2. Verizon has now confirmed that the DROID Turbo 2 is no longer available for
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